
 
 
 
Improvements to e-Suitability - paragraph library version 1.1.43  20.12.2010 
 
We are pleased to announce further enhancements to e-Suitability which include significant 
improvements to the content.  These changes have been made in response to user feedback.   
 
The most significant changes are: 
 
A new paragraph library release which incorporates the following changes: 

� Updated text to explain personal pensions following the Government’s response to its 
former discussion document 

� Two new field inputs for personal pensions 
� New user configurable paragraph for FSCS disclosure if required 
� New field for use in user configurable paragraphs -  “product provider” 
� Improved text to explain savings interest tax 
� Improved logic for controlling when text discounting NS&I appears 
� Bug fix - double negative removed from equity release text 
� Bug fix - pension text appearing in other recommendations 
� Bug fix - unsecured pension now permit zero value for annual withdrawals 
� Bug fix - critical yield percentage for income drawdown and annuity cases now permits 

decimal 3 places 
� Minor layout correction 

 
 



Updated text to explain personal pensions following the Government’s response to its 
former discussion document 
Immediately following the emergency budget this June, changes to the text to explain the 
features of a personal pension were incorporated to reflect the extension of the retirement age to 
77 and to indicate that the former Annual Allowance would probably be cut substantially. 
 
The Government published a response to its former discussion document on 14 October in 
which it lays out the detail of rules to be introduced retrospectively in next years budget.  In view 
of this, we judge now is an opportune moment to remove reference to the former retirement age 
band.   
 
An example of the former text is shown for information purposes as follows. 
 

 
 



An example of the new text follows: 
 

 
 
 
Two new field inputs for personal pensions 
As shown in the text above, two new fields have been included for personal pension 
recommendations to more facilitate a more accurate description of the product.  For non-
stakeholder and self invested pensions, a statement comparing the fund links of the plan 
recommended to the average stakeholder contract now requires user input.  Stakeholder 
contracts have developed significantly since the recent increase in maximum annual charges to 
1.5% for the first 10 years of the plan.  
 
An example of text to compare the fund range of the plan recommended with a stakeholder 
pension follows: 
 

 
 



Selecting, “fund range” with the mouse pointer will cause the following selection box to appear in 
the bottom left pane of Report Writer. 
 

 
 
Selecting “smaller” will cause the word, “smaller” to be inserted into the sentence. 
 
Selecting “wider” will cause the word, “wider” to be inserted into the sentence. 
 
Selecting “considerably wider” will cause the words, “considerably wider” to be inserted into the 
sentence. 
 
Later in the same body of text is a similar selection point designed to facilitate tailored 
commentary about whether penalties apply if premiums are suspended.   
 

 
 
You will need to select “premium cessation penalties” shown in red and then choose one of two 
available phases for insertion at the start of the sentence. 
 
 
New user configurable paragraph for FSCS disclosure if required 
It is currently a regulatory requirement to provide outline information about the Financial 
Services Compensation Scheme in the Services and Costs Disclosure Document or Client 
Agreement.  Consequently, repeating or amplifying upon this information inside a suitability 
report is not supported by e-Suitability.  However, a number of users have made requests to be 
able to do this. 
 
We are therefore pleased to announce an extension of user configurable text to facilitate this if 
required.  A new user “phase” has been created in the closing section of e-Suitability reports to 
enable text to be created for this purpose as shown below. 
 

 



 
If you are not already aware of how to use this valuable feature of e-Suitability, please refer to 
the user guides available for download at: 
 
http://www.bluegrove.co.uk/TechnicalServices/Support.html 
 
 
New field for use in user configurable paragraphs -  “product provider” 
A new field, “product provider” is now available when creating user configurable text.  The new 
field will be available when creating suitability content in product recommendation sections of the 
report.  The effect of using this field will be to automatically insert the name of the product 
provider previously selected at the add contract stage of creating the report. 
 

 
 
An full explanation of user configurable paragraphs is given in the user guides available at: 
 
http://bluegrove.co.uk/TechnicalServices/Support.html 
 
 
Improved text to explain savings interest tax 
In response to user feedback, we have improved the text to explain savings interest tax.  This 
text appears for Structured Product recommendations where part or all of the investment is 
taxed on this basis.  Previously, the following text would appear: 
 

 
 
The text was correctly criticised as appearing insufficiently tailored to the taxation client’s 
circumstances. 
 
 



Now, the following text will be inserted: 
 

 
 
 
Improved logic for controlling when text discounting NS&I appears 
Previously, text to discount the use of National Savings and Investment products appeared for 
any investment recommendation.  Feedback from users has made clear that it is not appropriate 
to discount NS&I for Pension transfer or ISA transfer cases unless regular premiums or 
additional lump sum investments have been recommended.   
 
We are pleased to announce changes have been made to the logic methods which control the 
appearance of text this effect.  An example of the affected text follows: 
 

 
 
 
Bug fix – double negative removed from equity release text 
Equity release is on the fringes of everyday advice for most financial advisers.  A small error has 
recently been drawn to our attention in this area.  The affected text, now corrected is as follows: 
 

 
 
 
Bug fix -  pension text appearing in other recommendations 
We announced an improvement to text for pensions in the last paragraph library release which 
has introduced a bug affecting other recommendations.  The affected text is as follows. 
 

 
 
This text may appear erroneously in an investment recommendation until you are able to 
download the next paragraph release in which event, please export your report to word and edit 
accordingly. 
 
 



Bug fix - critical yield percentage for income drawdown and annuity cases now permits 
decimal 3 places 
For income drawdown recommendations, various critical yields should, where available, be 
quoted in the suitability report.  Recently, it has been reported that the e-Suitability critical yield 
insertion points no longer allow insertion of percentage figures with decimal points. 
 
 
Minor layout corrections 
The paragraph library has been reviewed and a number of small layout corrections have been 
made.  In this connection, we are grateful for continued user feedback on any flaws found in the 
content, the correction of which will take precedence over all other development work. 
 
New paragraph library 
If you have already updated the software, select the “Data Update” option from the drop down 
menu which is accessible immediately after launching Report Writer.   
 

 
 
Then follow the onscreen instructions. 
 
 
What’s next on the development list 
 

Development Item Planned release date 

Discretionary Fund Manager 
recommendations 

12.2010 
 

Third way pension annuities 02.2011 
Purchase life annuities 02.2011 
With Profits annuities 02.2011 
National Savings products 04.2011 
Occupational pension transfers 06.2011 
Maximum investment plans 08.2011 
Group personal pension schemes – 
advice via employer 

to be announced 

Group protection schemes to be announced 
Improved support for automated 
inclusion of text to present client “needs 
and demands” 

to be announced 

Unsecured pension review reports to be announced 
Offshore and non-regulated collective 
investment funds 

to be announced 

Fund switches within same product 
reports 

to be announced 

Support for “non product” 
recommendations 

to be announced 

 


